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Buffalo Valley, North Dakota. A few years ago, this was a dying town. Now it's come back to

life!Â People are feeling good about living here again&#151;the way they used to. They're feeling

confident about the future.Â Stalled lives are moving forward. People like Margaret Clemens are

taking risks on new ventures and on lifelong dreams. On happiness. Margaret is a local rancher

who's finally getting what she wants most. Marriage to cowboy Matt Eilers. Her friends don't think

Matt's such a bargain; neither did her father. But Margaret is aware of Matt's reputation and his

flaws. She wants him anyway.Â And she wants his baby&#133;
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From the back of the book, a reader might expect just a simple love story between a man and a

woman. So for those of us who didn't read the first two installments of this series, discovering this

finely woven tapestry consisting of the multiple threads that bring together the townspeople of

Buffalo Valley, North Dakota, creates a pleasant surprise.The main characters, Margaret Clemens

and Matt Eilers aren't exactly a love match. Margaret fell for him five years ago when Matt first came

to town, but her lack of feminine grace prevents even a second glance. Raised by her widowed



father and his six brothers, Margaret knows cattle as well as any ranch hand, but doesn't know her

way around a kitchen or pantyhose.The townsfolk of Buffalo Valley haven't take much to Matt,

viewing him as shallow and conceited, despite his good looks. Margaret doesn't blind herself to his

faults even when she proposes marriage, and knows that he accepts for the ranch they will share.

Margaret knows there've been other women, but she underestimates the depths of deceit previous

girlfriends might represent.Matt's former girlfriend Sheryl proposes he marry Margaret just long

enough to secure their financial future before he divorces her and they marry. Although Matt

declines the plan, neither he nor Margaret realize the manipulations they are about to meet.In

addition to these terrific characters, other secondary characters create a wonderful depth. Axel, the

little boy rescued from an abusive situation who will be torn from his rescuers and thrust into the

foster system. Axel's parents who have their own secrets and flaws. Calla, the senior in high school,

who plays one parent against another, not understanding what love really is.
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